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Abstract

A Functional Analysis of English Humanities and Biochemistry Writing with Respect to Teaching University Composition

This thesis examines how writing differs in both English departments and Biochemistry departments in realization at the grammatical, that is, the lexico-grammatical level; and thus, how the differing writing modes are not merely realizations of differences at the lexical level, but the grammar of the texts is affected by the different world perspectives reflected by each discipline. By analyzing the lexico-grammatical realizations in texts produced by professionals in both the English and Biochemistry disciplines, through the analysis of basic writing handbooks which are required reading for many introductory writing students, and through analysis of a survey given to full-time university composition professors, this study examines not only how the two disciplines write differently, but more importantly, the implications of current strategies of teaching basic writing composition for academic purposes. All of these implications are examined utilizing the theory of Systemic Functional Linguistics. The thesis argues that lexico-grammar reflects and is reflected by the world perspective of each discipline; thus teaching traditional school grammar (i.e., subject verb agreement, punctuation, spelling, etc.) and traditional English Humanities type lexico-grammatical realizations in the basic writing class falls outside the scope of teaching functional writing for all academic purposes. Therefore, the traditional approach in teaching composition, and even recent trends toward teaching writing as a “process,” still falls short of the implications which teaching alternative lexico-grammatical realization patterns can have when discourse-level phenomena are discussed within and without the English Humanities discipline rather than just clause-level phenomena. Therefore, as composition courses continue to teach toward realizations of English Humanities’ lexico-grammar, students who desire to work outside this discipline may not be as prepared as
instructors would like, contrary to what some professors within English departments have commonly believed.
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Chapter 1. Literature Review

Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), or lexico-grammar, has been applied to a diverse range and types of texts. It is a tool to analyze texts in order for linguists and composition instructors to teach with a strong foundation to support their teaching pedagogy. SFL theory, originally proposed by Halliday and compiled as a theoretical text in Halliday (2004), has been used in Discourse Analysis, Applied Linguistics, Sociolinguistics, Composition and Rhetoric, Contrastive Analysis, as well as many other disciplines. The following literature review shows some of the ways in which this theory has been applied to texts, each relating to explorations of lexico-grammar in this thesis.

Tucker (1996) discusses how lexis-oriented and grammar-oriented approaches to grammar differ. Some grammarians (Tucker noting Sinclair) used to construct English grammars from dictionaries, judging the grammatical creative potential of words through the dictionary definition of what the word should mean. Therefore, it would be difficult to make the distinction between different meanings of a word and fully see the creative potential of the word in grammar. According to Tucker, the SFL model puts lexicon and syntax on the same level, so that both the words and the syntax represent their own meanings, but at the same time. Neither is distinct in nature from the other. If grammar changes, then lexis changes and vice versa. Tucker discusses the idea that there are interdependencies across metafunctions. Therefore, a systemic choice in one metafunction not only affects that metafunction, but the other two metafunctions are changed as well. The article progresses with a functional analysis of the phrase “I haven’t the faintest idea,” discussing the nature of “have” as a process, “not” as a polar element, and the entire phrase acting like the process of “not knowing.” Sometimes choices at certain places in the
system cause the choice to be reentered into another system. A true linguistic model will allow for transformation of that system as long as the language continues to transform as well.

Tucker (1996) opts for the SFL model of analyzing language as theorized within many texts such as Bloor and Bloor (2004), Thompson (2004), and Eggins (2004). Each of these texts takes a similar approach at outlining the ways in which texts can be analyzed. They discuss the three metafunctions of language and provide samples of application of the SFL theory. Each does uniquely approach the application and the texts to which they apply SFL theory. For example, Eggins (2004) provides a functional analysis of reference chains (pp. 327-352) in Kate Chopin’s “Story of an Hour” as well as a functional contrastive analysis of three texts, each discussing the same topic of caring for and consoling a crying baby (pp. 31-51). With the theoretical framework, which each of these texts draws from Halliday’s original work, many important individual articles have been written applying the theory.

Gregory (1987) discusses the theoretical framework of the metafunctions and their use within SFL. Gregory tracks the development of the use of the word function throughout the history of linguistics, citing Malinowski, Firth, Pike and Pike, Martinet, and Martin as linguists who have used the term. Both the Hallidayian mode of the use of functions and Fawcett’s use of the term are contrasted, Halliday seeing functions as different ways to mean (p. 97) and Fawcett rooting his theory in a more Chomskyan manner, arguing “systems are located in the semantics and realized through syntax, items and intonation” (p. 99). Gregory concludes that, although there are different ways to use the term function, a functional approach to grammar is useful and that linguists should continue to “see what they [functional approaches] can do for us” (p. 104).

Ellis (1987) approaches functional grammar by taking an in depth examination of two metafunctions: the Logical (part of the Ideational metafunction containing the Experiential
metafunction) and the Textual metafunction. Ellis discusses the Logical function because, as he says, it has been discussed less than the others. Once the Logical function is established and explained, Ellis continues by discussing the ways in which the Logical and the Textual metafunctions interact with one another. The article states that,

the textual function is alone among the functions of systemic grammar in having devoted to it, outside the systemic model, a whole new discipline, a branch of linguistics generally which goes under the names of ‘text grammar’, ‘discourse analysis’, etc.; on the other hand, systemic grammar is alone…in its treatment of the other functions, and in its perspective of integrating the textual with them…the textual function is an enabling function in relation to the other functions, which are directly extra-linguistic…function[s]. (p. 115)

This explains the importance of the Textual metafunction within a functional analysis and its interaction with the other metafunctions, in this case the Logical, and shows the importance of the Textual functions’ relationship to the Experiential metafunction as well.

Fries (1995) explores the SFL model of the Textual metafunction and the ways in which Themes develop within texts. He discusses different interpretations of the function of Theme from Halliday, which is the “point of departure of the message,” the “peg on which the message is hung”, or “what the message is about” (Halliday, 1967, p. 212; 1985, p. 28; 1970, 161). Four important hypotheses of Thematic development are given within this article:

(i) different patterns of Thematic progression correlate with different genres, i.e. patterns of thematic progression do not occur randomly but are sensitive to genre; and

(ii) the experiential content of Themes correlates with what is perceived to be the method of development of a text or text segment. (Fries, 1981)
(iii) the experiential content of Themes correlates with different genres, and
(iv) the experiential content of Themes of a text correlates with different generic elements
of structure within a text. (Fries, 1995, p. 319).

Therefore, both the Textual and Experiential metafunctions share interconnected meaning in
their lexico-grammatical interactions and the Thematic development of a text is directly related
to the Experiential world perspective\(^1\) of the Genre (context of culture) in which the author
writes.

Ventola (1995) argues for a linguistic backbone for the many rhetorical strategies offered
by composition instructors. He discusses writing manuals which “give advice, but hardly offer
means to realize the advice linguistically, or if they do it, they do it in simplistic grammatical
terms” (p. 110). Furthermore, he points out that, by buying these handbooks for writing, “his or
her wallet may be lighter, but I wonder whether their academic texts have greatly improved
linguistically by reading these manuals” (p. 110). It is the linguist’s job, and thus the composition
instructor’s job, to teach textuality and intertextuality: textuality through discourse and register
and intertextuality through generic patterns, ideologies and giving points of view. All of these
points are important and applicable in Ventola (1995) for non-native writers, but can also be
utilized for instructors who teach native speakers and want to do so through concrete discourse
strategies, rather than clause-level grammatical construction.

Bloor (1996) discusses “Academic Writing in Computer Science” and compares “three
distinct genres (or emerging genres) of student writing…: first year reports, final-year project
reports and student newsgroups” (p. 59). She examines each genre to find the “discourse context
influences” and how these influences determine the types of meaning in each (p. 59). As an

\(^1\) By using the term “world perspective,” this is not meant to suggest that those working in different disciplines
literally think differently or see the world differently than those studying in other disciplines. By having different
world perspectives, those in different disciplines express a different focus when producing texts within their field.
example of this influence, online communication amongst computer scientists is discussed with respect to both popular opinion of the writers being shy or introverted and the actual discourse need for short and quick online correspondence rather than face-to-face interaction. The discourse situation, due to the “need to cite formal programming data in the course of the running text,” is determined to be more efficient when constructed online rather than face-to-face. This being the case, the text of such correspondence directly influences and is directly influenced by the lexico-grammatical realization patterns of the text. Therefore, there is nothing haphazard in this way to correspond. It may seem odd to some readers, but the lexico-grammar is quite efficient for the discourse situation.

Connor and Mayberry (1996) further explore the notion of valuing the linguistic study of “discipline-specific academic writing” (p. 231). They examine first language influences on Finnish students writing for English academic purposes. Connor and Mayberry argue that “learning to write about the topic on which the student is focusing…Learning to write in a genre is a dynamic process” (p. 249). The authors suggest that students should be encouraged to move beyond their desire for clause-level editing of their texts. In addition, students should learn to interact in peer review processes in such a way as to “negotiate meaning with the responder” (p. 249). Again, the importance of this article is the suggestion that good academic writing works to write discipline-specific texts which move beyond clause-level phenomenon, with instructors teaching Generic discourse patterns as well.

Finally, Martin (1991) discusses the role of nominalization in science and humanities texts from an SFL perspective. Martin draws from the context of Australian students who change classes during the day from one discipline to another (p. 307). By analyzing two science texts and two history texts, the article shows that “In science, nominalization is strongly associated
with definitions; its function is to accumulate meanings so that a technical term can be defined” (p. 333). Therefore, nominalization is not merely a wordy expression, as some instructors would maintain, but a strategic and useful structure for defining and describing within scientific texts.
Chapter 2. Purpose of Study

The purpose of this thesis is to explore the ways in which functional grammar, specifically Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), can inform and describe the ways in which writing is taught in typical writing composition courses in university English departments. There have been many misconceptions pertaining to the differences in writing Genres and how to teach those differences, if they are taught at all, to introductory composition students. Oftentimes, composition instructors approach the teaching of these courses as if teaching English Humanities’ writing strategies in itself will cause students to write effectively throughout academia. In other words, if students can succeed in their writing composition courses, typically at the freshman level, writing in their own discipline later in their career will fall into place or just happen. This study uses a contrastive grammatical analysis of an English Humanities and a Biochemistry text, with the aid of writing handbooks and surveys of English composition instructors, to explore some myths surrounding the differences in writing in each discipline and the implications of not taking a lexico-grammatical approach to teaching writing courses. The study attempts to show how the lexico-grammar realization patterns of each discipline is a direct reflection of the world perspectives of the discipline.

Since the lexico-grammatical patterns of any discipline reflects the specific outlook and philosophy of each academic discipline, one would expect each discipline’s lexico-grammatical realization patterns to differ. However, in the typical university, composition courses are housed within and taught by instructors trained in English composition and literature. Oftentimes these instructors are only trained in teaching in the English Humanities discipline, and thus this study seeks to analyze how the differences in each discipline are viewed by and taught by writing instructors. In other words, this thesis attempts to answer the question of whether or not students
are prepared for success once they exit the university English department and attempt to write within their own discipline?
Chapter 3. Introduction to Metafunctions of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL)

SFL argues for the existence of three main metafunctions which contribute to the way in which meanings are expressed: Interpersonal, Textual, and Experiential. In this study, the Interpersonal (Clause as Exchange) metafunction will not be discussed in reference to the English Humanities and Biochemistry texts because this metafunction represents the realization of interpersonal interactions between interlocutors and texts. Since both the English Humanities and Biochemistry texts are academic articles published in peer-reviewed journals, and not meant to be interactive with the reader, it is presumed that the ways in which the Interpersonal metafunction is realized in the texts will be relatively fixed, and therefore, no substantial conclusions can be drawn from the two texts pertaining to the goals of this thesis. This study will be concerned with the Textual (Clause as Message) and the Experiential (Clause as Representation) metafunctions.

3.1 Textual Metafunction

The Textual metafunction accounts for the ways in which clauses are organized to comprise a message. Depending on the type of message one desires to express, the way in which the text flows will change. Clauses can be divided into two main functional parts: Theme and Rheme.

3.1.1 Theme

The Theme of the clause is the point from which the message departs (Halliday, 2004). The Theme is analyzed as the first meaningful Interpersonal constituent of the clause: either Subject (S), Predicator (P), Complement (C), or Adjunct (A). Once one encounters one of the
above constituents, the Thematic analysis stops for that clause. All constituents after Theme are included in the Rheme of the clause.

There are three subcategories or types of Themes for any given clause: Textual, Interpersonal, and Topical. Topical Themes are the only obligatory Theme category for all clauses. Textual and Interpersonal Themes are optional based on whether the speaker/writer wants to include a conjunctive/continuative construction as a cohesive mechanism (Textual Theme) or they want to express modality/polarity within the Thematic boundary of the clause (Interpersonal Theme). Example 1 below shows a Textual Theme, where “but then” realizes a textual element before the Topical Theme, “to his surprise”:

1. But then, to his surprise, he falls in love and remembers a way of experiencing life that he thought had been buried within him.

Example 2 below illustrates an Interpersonal Theme, where “can” realizes a polar element before the Topical Theme, “Jadine”:

2. Can Jadine be entirely faulted for fearing the erotic, as defined in Morrison's novels?

The Topical Theme of any clause represents the Thematic subject matter of the clause. In example 3, “this study” is the Topical Theme, because the clause is giving information and further meaning surrounding the study which is being discussed.

3. This study was designed to perform a systematic analysis of the effect of hypoxia on the expression of the mitochondrial genome.
3.1.1.1 Content of Topical Themes

In addition to the basic statistical analysis of the occurrence of marked and unmarked Topical Themes, there are further classifications of Topical Theme content which can be examined. Since this study examines lexico-grammar, the lexical choice of Topical Theme is also a realization of the meaning being expressed by the speaker/writer of the text. For instance, Example 1 has “to his surprise” chosen from a paradigmatic set of possible Topical Themes for the clause.

3.1.1.2 Nominal Groups and Nominalizations as Theme

Nominal groups are realized by the occurrence of a noun group optionally followed by a rank shifted clause. Example 4 realizes a nominal group as Theme.

4. Critics at home were equally imperious.

Nominalization occurs when the speaker changes a typical verb to a noun. This nominalization then allows the verb-like word to be chosen as a clausal Theme where finite verb forms cannot be chosen as Theme in English declarative clauses. Example 5 realizes a nominalization, “stabilization of HIF-1a by hypoxia,” as Theme.

5. Stabilization of HIF-1a by hypoxia seems to require the release of reactive oxygen species (ROS) from mitochondria to the cytool.

3.1.1.3 Passivization as Another Means of Theme Choice

Passivization occurs when the speaker moves the Complement (i.e., Goal, Senser, Range, etc.) to the Theme position. The verb changes from its simple present, past, or future form, to
contain a be-verb and a past participle. Example 6 realizes passivization in the verbal phrase “is…required.”

6. Oxygen is absolutely required for cell survival due to its fundamental role in mitochondrial oxidative phosphorylation.

3.1.2 Rheme

The Rheme of a clause represents all information following the Thematic constituent. The Rheme generally conflates with the New information in the information unit. In some circumstances, the Rheme of one clause may be picked up and cohesively expressed in the Theme of the next clause. In Example 7 below, “is a circular molecule of ~16.6 kb, <<present in several copies per mitochondria>>” represents the Rheme of the clause.

7. Mammalian mitochondrial (mtDNA) is a circular molecule of ~16.6 kb, <<present in several copies per mitochondria>>.2

3.2 Experiential Metafunction

The Experiential Metafunction realizes the way in which the speaker’s/writer’s view of the world is expressed in lexico-grammar. While the Textual Metafunction realizes the way in which clauses are organized within a text, the Experiential Metafunction shows the reader/hearer “who does what to whom” (Thompson, 2004, p. 86). In order to classify this distinction, two obligatory constituents and one optional constituent can be expressed in any given clause. The two obligatory elements are the Process and Participant(s), while the optional element is the

---

2 Text between the symbols << and >> represents an embedded clause, while text between the symbols [[ and ]] represents a rank-shifted clause.
Circumstance(s) of the clause. In other words, some Participant(s) perform a Process under Circumstances which may or may not be expressed in the grammar.

Languages have six choices within the Process paradigm: Material, Mental, Relational, Verbal, Behavioral, and Existential. Within the Relational category there are also two further subcategories: Attributive and Identifying. In English, the most often used Processes are the Material, Mental, Relational, and Verbal. The Behavioral and Existential Processes are more marked in frequency. However, Genre (context of culture) and Register (context of situation) considerations can determine whether one or more Processes might be more prominent in specific contexts. Each Process is not haphazardly classified as such, but the categories are grammatically determined by how sets of Processes act within certain contexts.

The following constituents are functionally explained as they have occurred in the analysis.

3.2.1 Material Processes

Material clauses are composed of Processes which generally represent what many traditional grammarians view as “action verbs.” In the unmarked Material clause, the main Participants are Actors influencing/acting upon a constituent called Goal. In Example 8, “hypoxia” is the Actor, “did not alter” is the Material Process, and “transcripts…subunits” is the Goal.

8. In contrast, hypoxia did not alter the transcripts of the genes [[encoding the complex III-V subunits]].

In this example, “hypoxia” is acting (in a negative way) upon the “transcripts.”
Material clauses have characterizations which aid in the differentiation of this Process type from others. First, Material processes can be both active and passive. In the above example “alter” is an active process; however, the clause could have been changed to,

9. In contrast, the transcripts of the genes [[encoding the complex III-V subunits]] were not altered by hypoxia.

In Example 9 above, the Experiential meaning has not been changed by the form of the sentence. In fact, the change in formal expression of this clause is a consideration of the Textual Metafunction and Theme, rather than a consideration of any Experiential element.

In addition to this distinction, the unmarked tense to express a Process Materially is through the “present-in-present” construction. Therefore, it sounds more natural to express the following clause in the present tense as,

10. The man is hitting the baseball before my eyes,

with “is hitting” as the present tense of the process, rather than using “hits,” because “to hit” is a Material process in this context. To use “hits” would change the interpretation of the clause to one of a continual/habitual killing, rather than a “hitting” happening in the immediate present.

3.2.2 Mental Processes

Mental clauses are realizations of processes which represent the thoughts and feelings of the Participants involved. In unmarked Mental clauses, the main Participants are Senser(s) and the Phenomenon(s) which they observe. In the following example, “another Atlantic critic” is the Senser and “the practice…adventures” is the Phenomenon.
11. Another *Atlantic* critic deplored the practice of our novelists in taking their characters abroad for their adventures.

In Example 11, the “critic” has some verbally expressed emotive sense about a phenomenon which is being observed.

Mental clauses have specific characterizations which help differentiate them from other processes. Mental Processes, like Material Processes, can be passivized. As with Material clauses, passivization does not affect the Experiential expression within the clause. However, as opposed to Material Processes, the present tense of Mental Processes are unmarked when expressed in the “simple-present.” In Example 12, “regrets” is a Mental Process realized in the “simple-present” tense.

12. John regrets hitting the baseball.

In addition to this tense distinction, Mental processes are also able to project other clauses. In a sense, these processes are able to birth new clauses. Example 13 contains the Mental process “agreed” which projects an entirely new clause, “that the novel was horrible.”

13. The critic would have agreed that the novel was horrible.³

3.2.3 Relational Processes

Relational Processes, as their name suggests, set up a Relationship between two or more entities. In traditional grammars, Relational Processes are sometimes termed linking verbs. These Processes are realized in two ways: they are either Identifying or Attributive clauses. In Identifying clauses, there are two participants: a Token and a Value. Tokens realize an

³ The symbol || represents a clause boundary.
example/representation of some larger category, or Value. In Example 14, “the H-strand” realizes the Token and “the two ribosomal RNAs, most of the mRNAs and 15 tRNAs” realizes the Value.

14. The H-strand encodes the two ribosomal RNAs, most of the mRNAs and 15 tRNAs.

In other words, “the H-strand” represents or makes up the category of “the two ribosomal RNAs, most of the mRNAs and 15 tRNAs.”

In Relational Attributive clauses, the relationship is between two Participants: either Carrier or Attribute. The Carrier of the clause is an entity which has some quality assigned to it realized as the Attribute. In the following example, “["Whether or not 'the great American novel' will ever be written"]” is the Carrier which contains the quality, or Attribute, of being “an important question.”

15. ["Whether or not 'the great American novel' will ever be written"] is an important question.

There are some important distinctions to be made between Identifying and Attributive clauses. Identifying clauses can be inverted, leaving the clause unmarked. For example, the following clauses (16 and 17) could be written,

16. Interestingly, the ND5 + Cyt-b mRNA was the one ["most affected by hypoxia"].

or

17. Interestingly, the one ["most affected by hypoxia"] was the ND5 + Cyt-b mRNA.

In either case, the clauses sound natural. However, Relational Attributive clauses cannot be inverted in this way. Example 18 below is a Relational Attributive clause.
18. The effect of hypoxia on mtDNA expression in BRL cells was identical to that reported in PC12 cells.

However, the inverted version of the above clause does not sound natural when pronounced with unmarked English tonicity (with the emphasis falling at the end of the clause).

19. *Identical to that reported in PC12 cells] was the effect of hypoxia on mtDNA expression in BRL cells.

3.2.4 Verbal Processes

Verbal Processes are realizations of the Process of saying. They typically contain two main Participants: Sayer and Verbiage. The Sayer functions as the entity which actually makes the statement. Typically the Sayer is a human; however, in some metaphorical circumstances an inanimate object can be given human characteristics and become the Sayer of the clause. The Verbiage realizes the message which has been said. It is important to note that Verbiage is a functional term which is not meant to be taken derogatorily. In Example 20, “A contributor to *Scribner's* complained of the "exaggerated reverence for anything in the form of prose fiction…"”

20. A contributor to *Scribner's* complained of the "exaggerated reverence for anything in the form of prose fiction…"

In addition to these two common Verbal Process constituents, Sayer and Verbiage, there are two other Participants which are realized in these processes: Target and Receiver. The Target represents the entity or direction at which the Verbiage is directed. In Example 21, the Target is
“[[what was perhaps the soundest view of these demands for a distinctive national tone in the coming novel]],” because it represents the entity which is the Target of the summarization.

21. Charles Richardson summarized [[what was perhaps the soundest view of these demands for a distinctive national tone in the coming novel]].

The Receiver is the entity which receives the Verbiage. In Example 22, “those [[who were looking for the first signs of the great American novel]]” is the receiver of the reminder given by T.S. Perry. Therefore, it is the functionally labeled as Receiver.

22. T.S. Perry in The North American Review reminded those [[who were looking for the first signs of the great American novel]].

Like the other verbal Processes which have been discussed thus far, there are distinctive ways to distinguish Verbal Processes from others. Verbal Processes act similarly to Mental Processes in that they are able to project other clauses. Example 23 realizes a projecting Verbal Process.

23. In this work, we have shown || that, among the various mtDNA-encoded genes, hypoxia produces a selective down-regulation of the expression of complex I subunits [[encoded by the H-strand, particularly of ND4 and a 3.6kb RNA precursor containing the Cyt-b and ND5 genes]].

3.2.5 Behavioral Processes

Behavioral Processes fall somewhere in between the Material and Mental Process classification and are not as statistically common in English academic texts as some other Processes. The two main Participants in a Behavioral Process are the Behaver and the Behavior. Typically the Behaver acts out some Behavior, but in such a way that the Behaver reacts to some
mental phenomenon. In Example 24, “the scientist” is the Behaver and “the experiment” is the Behavior.

24. The scientist watched the experiment.

The “scientist” observes the “experiment” happening, but does not do anything to affect the experimental process.

3.2.6 Existential Processes

Existential Processes simply signify that some entity exists in the text. Like Behavioral Processes, Existential Processes are not statistically common in English academic texts. They contain one main Participant: the Existent which is entering the text discourse. In Example 25, “a nation-wide response” has been spoken into the discourse and is the Existent.

25. There was a nation-wide response.

The “there” has no Experiential meaning in the discourse.

3.2.7 Other Participants

In addition to the above Processes and the Participants which typically comprise each clause, there are other important entities which need to be discussed: Range, Initiator, and Client. Range refers to an entity which can be part of a Process which is not directly affected by the Process, but is directly involved in the process. In the following example, “the song” is not directly affected by the action of singing, but is more a product of the Process.

26. She sang the song.
Initiators typically occur within Causal clauses. They initiate or put in motion a secondary process which follows. In the example below, “decreases in O2 tension (PO2)” is the Initiator which causes/initiates the Material Process of “increasing.”

27. Decreases in O2 tension (PO2) trigger acute and chronic adaptive cellular responses to increase O2 delivery to the tissues and to minimize the deleterious effects of hypoxia.

Recipients are characterized as having a Process done “to” them, where the “to” is optional. In Example 28, “us” is the Recipient.

28. It can do us no harm.

This clause could also read,

29. It can do no harm to us,

where “us” is still the Recipient, but contains the optional “to” with it as well, Experientially meaning the same thing as Example 28 above.

3.2.8 Circumstances

Circumstance is a classification of clause constituents which are peripheral and non-obligatory to the meaning of the clause. In effect, Circumstantial elements further or complete the meaning of the clause. Typically, Circumstances are realized either as adverbs or as prepositional phrases. There are many types of Circumstances in language, with the following Circumstances figuring prominent within the English Humanities and Biochemistry texts.
analyzed below: location (place and time), manner (means, degree, and comparison), cause (purpose, reason, and behalf), role, extent (duration), accompaniment, and angle.

3.2.8.1 Location

The Circumstance of location answers the questions of when (time) or where (place) the Process occurs. In Example 30, “into the old Ninth Ward” is a Circumstance of location of place.

30. Let this deodorized Zola go down into the old Ninth Ward.

In Example 31, “30 minutes before incubation” is a Circumstance of location of time.

31. To test the effect of glutathione ethyle ester during hypoxia, the reducing agent was added 30 minutes before incubation under hypoxic conditions.

3.2.8.2 Manner

The basic context which the Circumstance of manner adds to the meaning of the clause is the manner in which the Process unfolds; in other words, it answers “how?” the Process happens. Several types of Circumstances of manner occur within the English Humanities and Biochemistry texts which are analyzed below: means, degree, and comparison. In Example 32, “with thesis probes” realizes a Circumstance of manner of means.

32. The ND6 transcript was not detected with thesis probes, as the steady-state level of the L-strand is much lower than that of the H-strand.

In Example 33, “by 10-15 strokes” realizes a Circumstance of manner of degree.

33. Cells were broken by 10-15 strokes in a Dounce homogenizer with a motor-driven pestle.
Finally, in Example 34 below, “for the end” represents a Circumstance of manner of comparison.

34. By insisting above all things on the novel being American, we mistake the means for the end.

3.2.8.3 Cause

The Circumstance of cause adds causal meaning to the context of the clause. It typically answers the question of “why?” the Process occurs. Several Circumstances of cause occurred in the analyzed texts: purpose, reason, and behalf. In Example 35, “for the best interests of fiction” realizes a Circumstance of cause of purpose.

35. This is surely ominous for the best interests of fiction.

In Example 36, “for determination of activity” realizes a Circumstance of cause of reason.

36. Differences between rates were considered for determination of activity due to mitochondrial complex 1.

Finally, Example 37 contains, “for the people,” which is a realization of a Circumstance of cause of behalf.

37. The great American novel was to be designed for the people.
3.2.8.4 Role

The Circumstance of role, as its name implies, emphasizes the role someone or something plays and answers the question, “what as?” for the context of the Process. In Example 38, “as the coming interpreter of society” realizes a Circumstance of role.

38. Mayo Hazeltinesaw [[in "the uses to which feminine insight and feminine felicity of touch may put the novel,"]] a hope of some American George Eliot as the coming interpreter of our society.

3.2.8.5 Extent

The Circumstance of Extent answers “how long?” or “how many times?” the Process occurs: the duration or frequency. In Example 39, “for five minutes” is a Circumstance of extent of duration.

39. They were spun for five minutes.

In Example 40, “much” realizes a Circumstance of extent of frequency.

40. The novelists of today are forever writing much.

3.2.8.6 Accompaniment


41. Most critics of the period assumed with a writer in *The Dial* that…
3.2.8.7 Angle

The Circumstance of angle realizes the viewpoint or the source of a viewpoint which is being taken within the clause. In Example 42, “to me” realizes a Circumstance of angle.

42. These tens words seem to me the true creed-and-ten-commandments for modern prose fiction.
Chapter 4. Academic Texts under Consideration: English Humanities and Biochemistry

For this study, six texts were chosen (approximately 1,000 clauses): three from both the English Humanities and the Biochemistry disciplines. Each text came from a peer-reviewed academic journal. Frequency analysis was performed on each text for the purpose of discovering the Thematic and Experiental characteristics of the texts. Specifically, each text was analyzed for lexical content, nominalizations, nominal groups containing rank-shifted or embedded clauses, and passivization. Two of these texts were chosen for deeper analysis as they represented the general patterns exemplified by the entire body of original texts. The texts are of the written mode, and are not meant to be interactive with the reader.

The Biochemistry text is entitled “Oxygen Tension Regulates Mitochondrial DNA-encoded Complex I Gene Expression,” written by Jose I. Piruat and Jose Lopez-Barneo. The article concerns how oxygen in a cell is mainly consumed by mitochondrial activity. The authors explore how the mitochondrial genome is influenced by oxygen tension. They specifically find that “hypoxia produced a specific down-regulation of the transcripts encoding mitochondrial complex I NADH dehydrogenase (ND) subunits” (Piruat and Lopez-Barneo, 2005, pg. 1). The entire Biochemistry text was comprised of 244 clauses.

The English Humanities text is entitled “The Great American Novel,” written by Herbert R. Brown. This text concerns the original search for a “great American novel” which was supposed to be different from the novels being written in Great Britain. At the time when novels began to be written in the United States, authors and their products were still being compared to those of England. Therefore, the United States was looking for a definitive work of its own. The entire English Humanities text contained 243 clauses.
Chapter 5. Survey of English Professors at Marshall University

In order to identify characteristics of writing valued by English professors teaching freshman Composition, a survey was given. This survey allowed the ability to not only make assumptions about grammatical issues, but also aided in the analysis of specific attitudes toward writing outside the English Humanities field. Approximately 40 professors were given the survey with 6 completing the survey. The survey was anonymous since the researcher was familiar with most professors in the department. In addition, the examples were taken from handbooks, textbooks, or adapted from these sources.

The professors chosen to take this survey were all full-time faculty, all of whom must teach English composition courses with mostly traditional first year, freshman students. Each professor was given an identical survey which contained an anonymous consent sheet as a cover along with contact information for the researcher. The survey contained a series of sample sentences for instructors to analyze with most examples coming from writing handbooks in which some versions were suggested over others. In the first eight questions, the instructors were given two versions of the same sentence. They were asked to choose the sentence which they preferred as being better. In addition to choosing the better sentence, they were asked to choose a reason why they chose one sentence over the other. They were given a list of five choices from which they could select any combination of reasons for their choice. They could also choose an “other” category in which they could briefly explain their choice. It is important to note that the sentence variations were asking the instructors to make a choice between Thematic elements, not Experiential. Example 1 was the first question asked of the instructors.
1. _____ Version 1: There is evidence that the use of pay as an incentive can be a contributing or causal factor in improvement of the quality of work.

_____ Version 2: Incentive pay improves work quality.

____ wordy
____ clarity
____ be-verb/verb weakness
____ distractive language
____ passive voice
____ other (BRIEFLY explain) _____________________________________________

In the next set of questions, nine through eleven, each instructor was given sample sentences which they were to imagine they received from composition students. With this in mind, they were asked to make suggested revisions for the sentences which they would typically give to students in their basic composition courses. Example 2 from the survey is question nine.

2. It is true that exercising a high degree of quality control in the manufacture of our products will be an incentive for increasing our market share.

In question twelve, each instructor was given a sample paragraph which they were to imagine was given to them by a composition student. They were to suggest revision strategies for the paragraph. The paragraph was purposely ridden with both traditional grammar errors, like subject/verb agreement errors, as well as variations in the ways in which both the Textual and Experiential metafunctions were realized in the text. The purpose of this paragraph analysis was to see what errors/revisions instructors would suggest. Would they suggest correction of basic traditional grammatical errors, or would they search for errors beyond clause-level phenomena and Register/Genre considerations? In other words, would they examine their student’s paragraph for discrepancies/errors in the way in which the Textual and Experiential metafunctions were realized in the text?
The remaining questions were designed to explore which types of grammatical issues related to the Textual and Experiential metafunctions were discussed in the composition classroom as well as how important these issues were to the instructors. Also, each instructor was provided with a set of questions in which they analyze as to how effective basic composition courses were in preparing students to be successful in all types of academic writing. Example 3 below, number 14 in the survey, asks the instructor to rank how well students are prepared for several other fields in which writing plays a significant part of the students’ development.

3. On a scale of 1 to 5, (1, being “lowest” and 5, being “highest”) rank how well you think Writing 101 classes help prepare students to write in the:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>Don’t Know</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English field?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Don’t Know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences field?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Don’t Know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Field?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Don’t Know</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Field?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Don’t Know</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the above questions, instructors were asked to give percentages of specific types of constructions which they encouraged or discouraged in their classroom: active vs. passive verbs constructions, be-verbs, nominalized vs. non-nominalized constructions, and ‘it-that’ and non-‘it-that’ constructions. Example 4, question 18 in the survey, asks the professors to address one of these grammatical issues.

4. What percentage of verbs in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be active verb forms vs. passive verb forms?
(Example: Active=I hit the ball, Passive=The ball was hit by me.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>vs. 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>vs. 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>vs. 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>vs. 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>vs. 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>vs. 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The final question in the survey, number 25, gave each instructors the opportunity to address any other concerns and/or problems with basic composition writing that they thought were particularly important to address.
Chapter 6. The Writing Handbooks

Because writing handbooks reveal attitudes toward writing and many of the perceived rules of teaching writing development, two handbooks were chosen for analysis within this thesis. Each text was chosen as examples of characteristics contained in a total group of four handbooks originally examined. One of the texts was entitled *The Brief Penguin Handbook*. This text was chosen because it was written by Lester Faigley, one of the most famous and respected composition/rhetoric scholars. In addition, this text contained many examples of attitudes toward the same Thematic and Experiential considerations examined in the the English Humanities and Biochemistry texts. In addition, since it was chosen by this university during the time of my studies at Marshall, it should represent a general example of the attitudes and perceived writing strategies of the department, considering the department approved of its adoption for all composition courses. This text was added to the list of required texts for all composition courses during the 2006-2007 academic term.

The other handbook analyzed in this study was entitled *Easy Access*, written by Michael L. Keene and Katherine H. Adams. This text represents another example of the types of handbooks adopted by many university English departments. It contains many interesting discussions of development of texts and ways in which students should and should not compose texts. It is important to note that neither Keene nor Faigley necessarily specifically use functional terms to describe their rules for writing. They typically use traditional grammar rules which are discussed in this study in functional terms.
Chapter 7. Methods of Analyzing Clauses

In order to analyze the two texts, each text was divided into clause boundaries. After this, each clause was entered into Microsoft Excel and clause numbers were labeled accordingly. One Excel sheet was used for each analysis: both Thematic analyses and both Experiential analyses.

7.1 Textual Metafunction Analysis

Each clause was analyzed for all four distinctions of Theme: Textual, Interpersonal, and Marked and Unmarked Topical Themes. When a clause contained one or more of the four Thematic constituents, then that particular phrase or group was placed in the proper cell. In addition, each clause was analyzed for nominal groups and nominalizations chosen in the Theme position. The Processes were also analyzed for passivization, as this choice aids in the realization of Theme. Finally, all other information after the Theme was placed beneath the Rheme label.

Table 7.1 shows a sample Thematic analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clauses</th>
<th>Nominal Group as Theme</th>
<th>Nominalization as Theme</th>
<th>Passive</th>
<th>Textual</th>
<th>Interpersonal</th>
<th>Marked Topical</th>
<th>Unmarked Topical</th>
<th>Rheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>and</td>
<td>only our inalienable instincts</td>
<td>have saved us from hopeless confusion of right with wrong.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7.1 Sample of a Thematic Analysis Sheet
7.2 Experiential Metafunction Analysis

Analysis of the Experiential Metafunction was performed similarly to the Thematic Analysis. Each clause was numbered and the Processes were labeled according to the Experiential type, based on the role it played in the Process, as exemplified in Table 7.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clauses</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Thus, a plausible hypothesis is [that, in the short term, down-regulation of these genes and concomitant inhibition of complex I activity contribute to mitochondrial depression during hypoxia]].</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>234</td>
<td>Rel/Att</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attribute</td>
<td>Process: Relational Carrier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 8. Analysis

8.1 Analysis of the Textual Metafunction
8.1.1 Generic Thematic Choice
8.1.1.1 Realization of Textual Theme

As Table 8.1 indicates, both texts were realized by 26% Textual Themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instances</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total Clauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Humanities</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.1. Textual Themes

8.1.1.2 Realization of Interpersonal Theme

As Table 8.2 indicates, both texts were realized by a number of Interpersonal Themes.

The English Humanities text contained 7% Interpersonal Themes and the Biochemistry text had 1%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instances</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Total Clauses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Humanities</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2. Interpersonal Themes

8.1.1.3 Realization of Marked and Unmarked Topical Themes

As Table 8.3 shows, the English Humanities text had 6% marked Topical Themes; the other 94% of the clauses had unmarked Topical Themes. The Biochemistry text contained 21% marked Topical themes, most of which occurred in the introduction. Thus, the Biochemistry text was represented by 79% unmarked Topical Themes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Marked Topical</th>
<th>Unmarked Topical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instances</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Humanities</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.3. Markedness in Topical Themes

8.2.1 Nominal Groups with Rank-Shift or Embedded Clause as Thematic Choice

8.2.1.1 Academic Articles

As Table 8.4 indicates, 13% of the 243 clauses in the Biochemistry article were realized with a nominal group in the Theme position. This table also shows that 17% of the 243 clauses in the English Humanities article were realized with a nominal group in the Theme position.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Total Clauses</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Humanities</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.4. Nominal Group as Theme in the English Humanities and Biochemistry Articles.

8.1.1.2 Survey of English Professors

Survey questions 6 and 10 addressed the use of nominal groups within academic writing. Number 6 gave two versions of a clause, one with a nominalization and one with only a nominal group. The question was as follows:
1. _____Version 1: Stimulation of the production of serotonin by a glass of milk or a carbohydrate snack may be the cause of sleepiness.

_____Version 2: A glass of milk or a carbohydrate snack stimulates the production of serotonin and may cause sleepiness.

_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) ________________________________________

100% of the instructors chose the nominal group version over the nominalized version. Their reasons for this choice were “wordy,” “clarity,” “be-verb/verb weakness” and “passive voice.”

Question 10 was a sample sentence in which instructors were asked to imagine how they would suggest revision if their student were to submit the example sentence in their course. The question was as follows:

2. The leaf of the tree was green.

Five of the instructors chose to answer this question. One instructor suggested changing the “of” to “on.” Three instructors chose to revise the nominal group suggestion, “The tree leaves were green,” and “The tree’s leaf was green.” In addition, two instructors said, “Avoid wordiness and the passive voice,” and “Prepositions create wordiness.”

8.1.1.3 Writing Handbooks

Within the two writing handbooks, there were no specific revision suggestions pertaining to correction of nominal groups. In fact, one revision suggests changing a nominalization to a nominal group. The original clause complex read:
3. Mayoral approval of the recommended zoning change for a strip mall on Walnut Street will negatively impact the traffic and noise levels of the Walnut Street residential environment. (Faigley, 2006, p. 382)

The handbook recommends the following revision because it contains “people”:

4. If the mayor approves the recommended zoning change to allow a strip mall on Walnut Street, people who live on the street will have to endure much more noise and traffic. (Faigley, 2006, p. 382)

The nominal group, “people who live on the street,” is the recommended revision.

Another example of the acceptance of nominal groups is found in the suggested revision of a passive clause. The passive clause read,

5. The pear tree in the front yard was demolished by the unexpected storm.

The suggested revision was,

6. The unexpected storm demolished the pear tree in the front yard.

The handbook only suggested revision of the verbal voice, not the noun group, “the pear tree in the front yard” (Faigley, 2006, p. 382).

8.2.2 Nominalization as Thematic Choice
8.2.2.1 Academic Articles

As Table 8.5 indicates, 22% of the 243 clauses in the Biochemistry article were realized with a nominalized Process in the Theme position. This table also shows that 6% of the 243 clauses in the English Humanities article were realized with a nominalized Process in the Theme position.
### Table 8.5. Nominalized Process as Theme in the English Humanities and Biochemistry Articles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Total Clauses</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Humanities</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2.2.2 Survey of English Professors

Survey Questions 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 20 specifically addressed the use of nominalizations within academic writing. Number 1 gave two versions of a clause, version one contained an Existential clause, while version two contained a nominalization, but was active. The question was as follows:

7. _____Version 1: There is evidence that the use of pay as an incentive can be a contributing or causal factor in improvement of the quality of work.
   _____Version 2: Incentive pay improves work quality.
   _____wordy
   _____clarity
   _____be-verb/verb weakness
   _____distractive language
   _____passive voice
   _____other (BRIEFLY explain) ________________________________________

All instructors answered this question with five (83%) citing version two as better than version one. Those who chose version two gave reasons such as: “wordy,” “clarity,” “be-verb/verb weakness,” and “passive voice.” In addition, one instructor said that the second version should be further revised because it “leaves out existence of evidence…” The one instructor who chose version 1 said that version 2 was “too short and doesn’t say anything. It makes me say, ‘yeah, so what?’”
Question 2 gave two versions of a clause. Version one contained a nominalization and an active verb, while in version 2 the Theme was a Marked Topical Theme, “In my paper” and the Subject was “I.” The question was as follows:

8. _____Version 1: The benefits of placebos (pills with no physical effect) include improvements and cures.

_____ Version 2: In my paper, I intend to show that the benefits of placebos (pills with no physical effect) include improvements and cures.
_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) ______________________________

All six instructors answered this question with four citing version one as the best choice. One instructor cited both as, “ok.” The four who chose version one cited version one over version two because of “wordy” and “distractive language.” One other instructor said version one was the best choice, citing that “Writing about writing and making ‘I’ the subject offends my academic sensibilities.”

Question 5 gave two versions of a clause. Version one had “physicians” as its Theme, contained a Verbal Process and was active. Version two had a nominalized Theme and was passive. The question was as follows:
9. _____Version 1: Physicians suggest that parents watch children carefully during the first six months for evidence of seizures.

_____Version 2: One suggestion offered by physicians is that there is a need to be especially observant of a child’s behavior during the first six months in order to notice any evidence of seizures.

_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) ________________________________

All six instructors answered this question, all citing version one as their preferred answer. The reasons cited for rejecting version two were: “wordy,” “clarity,” “be-verb/verb weakness,” “distractive language,” and “passive voice.”

Question 6 gave two versions of a clause. Version one contained a nominalization and a “be-verb.” Version two had a nominal group and was active. The question was as follows:

10. _____Version 1: Stimulation of the production of serotonin by a glass of milk or a carbohydrate snack may be the cause of sleepiness.

_____Version 2: A glass of milk or a carbohydrate snack stimulates the production of serotonin and may cause sleepiness.

_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) ________________________________

All six instructors answered this question, all citing version two as their preferred answer. The reasons cited for rejecting version one were: “wordy,” “clarity,” “be-verb/verb weakness,” and “passive voice.”
Question 8 gave two versions of a clause. Version one had “campers,” people, as Theme. Version two had a nominalized Theme and a be-verb. The question was as follows:

11. _____ Version 1: Campers can hear the exhilarating sound of the liger’s roar from miles away.

_____ Version 2: The exhilarating sound of the liger’s roar is heard from miles away.

_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) _________________________________

The answers to this question were more mixed than the others. Three instructors said version one was better, two instructors said version two was better, and one said both. The instructors who preferred version one cited the following reasons: “passive voice” and “be-verb/verb weakness” and one said, “is heard by whom? I hate vague statements.” The two instructors who said version two was better cited the following reasons: “subject is stronger” and “clarity.” The one instructor who said both answers were possible underlined the Themes of both clauses and commented, “Both are ok-What do you want to stress?”

Question 20 was as follows:

12. What percentage of sentence subjects in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be nominalized vs. non-nominalized? (Example: nominalized=The failure of the experiment was unfortunate, non-nominalized=The experiment failed, unfortunately.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominalized</th>
<th>Non-nominalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>vs. 0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>vs. 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>vs. 20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>vs. 30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>vs. 40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>vs. 50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Three instructors chose to answer this question by giving a specific percentage; they answered, “50% or fewer vs. 50%,” “30% vs. 70%,” and “70% vs. 30%.” Two instructors answered with a remark saying, “Percent depends on the field. In science classes, writing is passive. I can’t answer these, sorry,” “This is a tone question. It depends on the situation.” One instructor chose not to answer at all.

8.2.2.3 Writing Handbooks

Both handbooks strongly discourage the use of nominalizations within academic writing. Chapter 26 of Faigley (2006) discusses different ways in which students can “write with power” (p. 379). The handbook suggests that students “express actions as verbs” (Faigley, 2006, p. 382). As a way to write in this manner, the sample revised clauses unanimously remove nominalized forms. For example, the following two sample clauses were revised with nominalizations and nouns being removed.

13. Original: The arson unit conducted an investigation of the mysterious fire.
Revision: The arson unit investigated the mysterious fire. (Faigley, 2006, p. 382)

and

14. Original: The committee had a debate over how best to spend the surplus funds.
Revision: The committee debated how best to spend the surplus funds. (Faigley, 2006, p. 382)

In addition, Example 13 also suggests removing the nominalization in favor of using a nominal group. Another example suggests the same revision of nominalized verbs.

15. Original: The use of MIDI keyboard for playing the song will facilitate capturing it in digital form on our laptop for the subsequent purpose of uploading it to our Web site.
Revision: By playing the song on a MIDI keyboard, we can record the digitized sound on our laptop and then upload it to our Web site.
This revision is suggested because it includes “we,” people, as the Theme, rather than a nominalization as Theme.

Keene and Adams (2006) also suggests revision of nominalized verbal Processes. In the section entitled, “Sentence Revising” (a nominalized title), one revision rule states, “eliminate needless nominalizations” (p. 462). Two sample revisions were as follows:

16. Original: The two leaders held a discussion concerning several peace alternatives. Revision: The two leaders discussed several peace alternatives. (Keene and Adams, 2006, p. 465)

and

17. Original: The director made a recommendation that the student assistant be rehired. Revision: The director recommended that the student assistant be rehired. (Keene and Adams, 2006, p. 465)

The handbook suggests, “To make your sentences more concise, remove nominalizations—nouns created from verbs—because they can lead to wordiness and a plodding tone” (Keene and Adams, 2006, p. 465).

8.2.3 Passivization
8.2.3.1 Academic Articles

As Table 8.6 indicates, 46% of the 243 clauses in the Biochemistry article were realized as passives clauses. This table also shows that 10% of the 243 clauses in the English Humanities article were realized as passive clauses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Occurrences</th>
<th>Total Clauses</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English Humanities</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.6. Passivization in the English Humanities and Biochemistry Articles.
8.2.3.2 Survey of English Professors

Questions 5, 11, and 18 address the use of passive voice in academic writing. Question 5 is discussed above in Example 9. Question 11 was a sample sentence in which instructors were asked to imagine how they would suggest revision if their student were to submit the example sentence in their course. The question was as follows:

18. If one desires to be a great writer, passive verbs should be avoided.

The revision suggestions were mixed with five instructors suggesting revisions. Four of the instructors revised or suggested that the passive voice not be used saying: “Put the second clause into the active voice,” and another said, “use only the words that matter,” while this instructor underlined “great writer,” “passive verbs,” and “avoided.” Three instructors gave sample revisions: “Avoid passive verbs if you want to be a great writer,” “Great writers avoid passive verbs,” and “Great writing shuns passive verbs.” All of the answers favor the active voice and suggest negative attitudes toward passivization.

Question 18 asked,

19. What percentage of verbs in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be active verb forms vs. passive verb forms? (Example: Active=I hit the ball, Passive=The ball was hit by me.)

with the following choices:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Five professors chose to answer this question, some by circling the answer and some by giving a brief statement. One instructor circled “70% vs. 30%.” Another said, “Depends entirely on context and purpose of writing. Passive voice has its uses!” while another said, “% depends on the field. In science classes, writing is passive. I can’t answer these. Sorry.” One instructor circled “70%” but added, “But not in lab reports, for example.” Finally, the last instructor circled two answers: “90% vs. 10%” and “80% vs. 20%,” giving a range of answers and saying, “In this area. Altering sentence structure is important.”

8.2.3.3 Writing Handbooks

Passivization is discussed at length in both handbooks. Both texts favor active voice over passive voice and each has a strong negative opinion of the passivized form. In section 26a of Faigley (2006, p. 380), entitled “Recognize Active and Passive Voice,” using passive voice is compared to children trying to conceal the fact that they broke a cookie jar. Instead of saying, “I knocked over the jar,” the author suggests a child would say, “The jar got broken.” Faigley suggests that “Passives can be as useful for adults as for children to conceal who is responsible for an action.” Therefore, the writing handbook sees using passives as concealing information rather than an aid in Thematic choice. Faigley says, “Most of the time you are not out to conceal but rather to communicate. To write with power, consider different ways of saying the same thing. The extra effort will bring noticeable results” (2006, p. 380). It should be noted that one paragraph above Faigley says, “The passive is created with a form of be and the past participle of the main verb” (2006, p. 380), himself using a passive to make this statement. Faigley (2006) does give a small box containing “When you need to use passives.” The texts says,
“Whether you are writing for the world of work or the academic world, you will find there are times when passives are required. Passive sentences are used when
-you want to keep the focus on the person or thing being acted on,
-you don’t know the actor, or
-you and your readers know the actor’s identity.” (p. 381)

Again, the attitude is that using passive voice is an exception to a grammar rule and, in fact, this is the first mention of passivization having a use in focusing the text and not merely a form to rely on when the author does not know something or want to conceal something.

In the “Sentence Revising” section of Keene and Adams (2006, p. 462), the first revision rule says, “Prefer active voice sentences.” The text says that in active voiced clauses, “The action is straightforward…from beginning to end” (p. 463). In addition, this handbook claims that “You should avoid passive structures because they make writing wordy and confusing. Active voice produces vigorous and direct statements” (p. 463). Again, the same negative attitude toward passivization is exuded.

8.2.4 Topical Theme Content

The following tables show the patterns of both the Biochemistry (Table 8.7) and the English Humanities (Table 8.8) texts. Each table shows the most significant percentage of patterns of Thematic choice in each text. It should be noted that the cumulative percentages do not add up to 100% for two reasons: 1) only the most significant Thematic choices are shown in the Tables, and 2) some Thematic choices are realized by lexical content in more than one of the lexical categories.
Table 8.7. Theme Content in Biochemistry Article

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Content Choice</th>
<th>Total Clauses</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals/Animal Parts</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA/RNA and their Parts</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allusions/References to the Experiment/Study Being Undertaken</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transcription</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cells/Cell Parts</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data/Figures/Tables</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypoxia</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The English Humanities text was realized by four main lexical categories (see Table 8.8 above), while the Biochemistry text was realized by nine main lexical categories (see Table 8.7 above). Approximately 50% of all Themes chosen in the English Humanities text contained references to people: most often either characters in the novels discussed or critics of the
literature. There were 5% occurrences of people chosen as Theme within the Biochemistry text; while nearly all other clauses contained objects or objectified processes in the Theme position: Processes, Chemicals, Experiments, Animals, DNA/RNA, Data, Cells/Cell Parts, Hypoxia, Transcription, etc.

The other Thematic choices within the English Humanities articles constituted a choice of text types as the point of departure: either the Theme was a novel, fiction, or other literary pieces, 21%, or a newspaper or news source, 11%.

8.3 Experiential Metafunction
8.3.1 Process Choice
8.3.1.1 Academic Articles

As Table 8.9 indicates, 88% of the 243 clauses in the Biochemistry article were realized as either Material or Relational (both Attributive and Identifying) clauses. Only 11% of the Biochemistry clauses were realized as Mental, Verbal, Existential, Behavioral, or Causative. Table 8.10 shows that the English Humanities clause Process choices were more diverse. Material and Relational clauses comprised the majority of the choices with Material being 23% and Relational (both Attributive and Identifying) being 38%. This article also contained 26% Mental and Verbal clauses. One other interesting observation is the difference in the types of Relational Processes. The Biochemistry text was realized with 65% Relational Attributive Processes and 35% Relational Identifying Processes. However, The English Humanities’ clauses were not as evenly distributed. This article had 81% of its Relational Processes realized as Attributive and 19% as Identifying.
8.3.1.2 Survey of English Professors

Questions 1 and 19 addressed issues of the experience which is conveyed in writing via the Experiential metafunction. In survey question 1, as discussed above, version one contained an Existential clause with an embedded Relational clause. Version 2 was nominalized and active. The question is given above in Example 7. Five of the instructors chose version two. Those who chose version two gave reasons such as: “wordy”, “clarity”, “be-verb/verb weakness” and “passive voice.”

Question 19 addressed the use of Relational clauses as opposed to Material clauses when it asked,
20. What percentage of verbs in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be action verbs vs. BE verbs? (Example: Action=He murdered the man, BE=She was beautiful)

with the following choices,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>vs.</th>
<th>BE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td></td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td></td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Answers to this question were mixed. Five of the instructors chose to answer this question. One instructor circled “70%” as the answer. Another said, “% depends on the field. In science classes, writing is passive. I can’t answer these. Sorry” while another circled “70%” but said the usage was “hard to quantify.” One instructor simply circled “80% vs. 20%” and the final instructor circled a range, “90% vs. 10%” and “80% vs. 20%,” saying “I don’t make this distinction in verb form (between active/passive and be-verbs). I consider it all passive.”

8.3.1.3 Writing Handbooks

There are many types of verbal processes discussed within the two writing handbooks. Both texts strongly encourage students to use active Material clauses, which they term “action verbs.” Faigley (2006, p. 382) provides readers with an extended paragraph containing mostly Relational and Existential clauses with be-verbs. The author asks where the action words are and says,

No action words here! The paragraph describes a series of actions, yet the only verbs are forms of be (is, was, were). These sentences are not in the passive voice, but they typify
writing that uses *be* verbs when better alternatives are available. Think about what the actions are and choose powerful verbs that express those actions. (2006, p. 382)

The text then provides another version of the sample paragraph containing mostly Material clauses. The text favors the use of Material clauses over Relational and Existential clauses within academic writing. Existential clause are considered “wordy expletives” (p. 389).

Keene and Adams (2006) treat the use of Material clauses the same as Faigley (2006). Rule 3 of the “Sentence Revising” rules says, “Eliminate needless forms of *to be* and other weak verbs” (p. 462). The text says,

> In first drafts, writers often choose constructions containing weak verbs, especially forms of *be* (*am, is, are, was, were, been, being*). But in a final draft, a succession of sentences with *be* verbs can be vague and monotonous. You can easily eliminate one use of *be* that wastes words and delays the action.

This passage is followed by two revisions of Existential clauses. Again, the attitude toward the use of Relational and Existential clauses is apparent. Material clauses are favored over “wordy” sentences (Keene and Adams, 2006, p. 466). Example 21 is a sample of a revision of one “needlessly wordy” Relational clause.

21. Original: The memory of my days in Austin is something I will treasure for all the rest of my days.
Revision: I will always treasure my days in Austin.
Chapter 9. Summary and Conclusions

9.1 Thematic Considerations

In this thesis, I have presented an SFL functional analysis of two academic, peer-reviewed texts in order to show that there are distinct and purposeful differences between writing in the Biochemistry and English Humanities disciplines. In addition, the survey of English professors and the writing handbooks have suggested that many inconsistencies still exist with respect to teaching writing in the university. In general, the surveys and handbooks do not support teaching composition outside the world perspective of the typical English department. When professors were asked questions about these issues and when handbooks discussed topics of Textual and Experiential relevance, students continue to get mixed responses on how to effectively compose a piece of text. There are many strong implications in these unfortunate circumstances in the composition classroom. Without a change in the approach to teaching these courses, and as I will argue, without teaching these courses from a functional perspective, students may be misled within their writing courses. In an era within English departments where much emphasis is placed on empowering students to succeed in an oftentimes oppressive world, English departments taking the traditional perspective expressed in the surveys and handbooks could be hindering the development of their students’ writing.

One aspect analyzed in the Biochemistry and the English Humanities texts was the types of Themes chosen by the writers: did writers use Textual, Interpersonal, and/or Marked or Unmarked Themes within their texts? Each text used roughly the same amount of Textual Themes to link one clause to the next. This fact suggests that there are really no discipline specific differences between the ways each text used conjunctive/continuative devices to link one clause to the next. However, there was a difference between the ways in which each text used
Interpersonal Themes. The English Humanities text used more Interpersonal Themes (7%) than the Biochemistry text which hardly used any of these Themes (1%). This suggests that the English Humanities text was more interactive (seven times more interactive) in nature than the Biochemistry text. This is consistent with the ways in which Biochemistry texts are intended to interact with the reader. Biochemistry writing, since it is a scientific discipline, should not be influenced by the personal views or emotions of the writer or any other observer of the phenomenon which is being discussed within the text. English, as a Humanities discipline, is more open to the use of Interpersonal Themes because the observer can be considered an important aspect of the interpretation of the texts being discussed. This type of personal interaction with a text is unacceptable in scientific disciplines because writers do not want readers to believe that their observations could be hindered or intervened by subjective input. While this may seem to support Faigley’s comment on how writing should not conceal information, in science the observer is not considered an important piece of information; therefore, including the observer as a participant in the grammar would be unnecessary. Science desires to give results that are objective in nature and can be observed by anyone, regardless of personality, race, ethnicity, etc., when the phenomenon is observed under similar scientific and environmental conditions. In other words, when the cells in a Biochemistry experiment are placed in the same consistent environment, it is scientifically understood and expected that no matter who the observer is, the cells being observed will react in the same way as the article explained.

Topical Theme realization differed between the two texts as well. The Biochemistry text was realized by a much larger percentage of Marked Topical Themes. In general, almost all of these Marked Topical Themes occurred in the introduction and conclusion of the text as a way to
root the information in the clause into a specific timeframe and place: for example, when the writers wanted to show how their experiment was different from previous experiments, they said, “In recent years, …” The English Humanities text chose almost exclusively Unmarked Topical Themes, suggesting that this discipline is more Thematically centered on Subjects (generally human ones) who perform some sort of action, observation, etc. than the Biochemistry text.

Another major discrepancy between the Biochemistry and the English Humanities texts is the lexical content of Themes. The lexical content of Themes with the English Humanities text was realized in three larger categories. Nearly half of all Themes lexically contained people in their realization patterns. In addition, works of fiction (literature and novels) and news sources, typically personified ones, made up the bulk of the other Themes chosen in this text. People were rarely ever chosen as Theme in the Biochemistry text. In fact, the majority of lexical content of Themes were realized as DNA/RNA and their parts, cells and their parts, references to the experimental process, chemicals, or processes such as transcription and hypoxia. These realization patterns are far from haphazard. They directly reflect the major concerns and focus of each text within each discipline. English Humanities texts find authors, observers, critics, people, main contributors to the ways in which the world is affected and acted upon. However, Biochemistry is mainly concerned with the ways in which chemicals and environmental factors affect the biological happenings within bodies. Both of these discipline specific perspectives are realized within the lexical content of Themes chosen in each text.

In addition to analyzing the types of Themes in each text, the analysis of both academic texts also took into account the ways in which Themes were realized. Nominal groups with embedded/rank-shifted clauses were analyzed in order to determine whether differences existed in the realization patterns of this form. Statistical analysis showed that there was not a significant
difference in the nominal group patterns of each text. However, the English Humanities did contain 4% more occurrences of nominal groups as Theme. Again, when nominal groups were chosen as Theme in the English Humanities text, an embedded or rank shifted clause was typically added to the end of a person as Subject or a personified Subject as further description of the Subject.

While differences in the realization of nominal groups as Theme were not major in the two texts, the Biochemistry text was realized by a much higher percentage of nominalization of verbal processes as Theme than the English Humanities text. This suggests that nominalization plays an important and major role in the ways in which the world perspective of Biochemistry is reflected in the lexico-grammar. Since a major concern of Biochemistry is the ways in which certain processes affect the body, it is only logical that those processes would be realized as the Theme, or main focus, of a large number of clauses. In addition, since nominalizations are literally a way to change a verbal Process into a noun-like phrase, it makes sense that Biochemistry would choose these forms more often as a functional grammatical construction. This construction allows the author to further describe the processes and phenomenon which they are observing. Embedded and rank shifted clauses can then be added to these nominalized forms as a way to further describe and modify noun-like verbal phenomena. This is not possible when only using nominal groups such as those in the English Humanities clauses. Nominalization allows for a unique way to describe processes which otherwise cannot be described in this way in the English language.

Passivation was also a large consideration within the analysis of both the English Humanities and the Biochemistry texts. Statistically, the differences between the realization of passivized clauses within the two texts were much larger than any other contrastive analysis.
Nearly half of all Biochemistry clauses were realized as passive voice, while only 10% of all the English Humanities clauses were passive. This shows that passives play a major role in the ways in which Biochemistry texts are realized. In fact, passivation of Material clauses is not only realized in scientific texts of this nature, but they are imperative. It is commonly known that passivation allows the Subject/Actor to be ellipsed from the clause. In Material clauses, this allows the Goal or Range to be realized as Theme. This is not haphazard or merely a convention of scientific texts, just as not using passivization is not just something that just happens in English Humanities texts. Again, passivization directly reflects the world perspective of the discipline. Biochemistry texts are generally not focused or concerned with people (unless of course people are treated as objects of observation), but these texts are concerned with objects and phenomenon. Passivization allows for these objects and phenomena to be the Thematic, and thus the lexico-grammatical, focus of the clause construction. Active voice does not allow for this, and is therefore not suitable for Biochemistry texts.

With respect to Thematic choice, the survey of English professors and the writing handbooks of Faigley (2006) and Keene and Adams (2006) most often support Theme choice reflecting the world perspective of the English Humanities text. As the analysis in Chapter 8 showed, English professors almost always suggested revision of nominalizations as they generally considered the construction wordy and unclear. However, nominal groups containing extended modification, which could be considered just as wordy, were most often not a problem to the professors. Passivization was almost unanimously seen as unacceptable in writing, but when it was accepted it was generally due to the fact that professors thought varying sentence structure was important. In addition, one instructor considered both passivization and the use of be-verbs (Relational clauses) as passive. There is an obvious discrepancy in the attitude toward
this passive voice. One instructor acknowledged that this voice is important in other disciplines like science; however, most instructors never alluded to this consideration of other disciplines when giving revision strategies in the sample clauses and text given in the early part of the survey. If they are teaching these structures this way in a course, there may be confusion when students translate the teaching into their own discipline after leaving the composition course. English professors seem to most often choose their own discipline’s lexico-grammatical patterns of Thematic choice as the acceptable norm and all other variations of lexico-grammar as another or other way to compose texts.

The writing handbooks reflected the very same attitudes toward writing as the English professors with respect to Thematic choice. In fact, when Faigley (2006) discusses the use of passivization, the text compares the use of this voice to the deception a child exudes when they break a jar and say, “The jar got broken,” rather than, “I knocked over the jar” (Faigley, 2006, p. 380). Faigley continues by implying that passivization is a way to “conceal who is responsible for an action” rather than an effective way to communicate a world perspective (p. 380). While this is one way to use the passive voice, within an academic text from the Biochemistry perspective, this is far from a way to write, which as Faigley says, shouldn’t “conceal but rather to communicate” (p. 380). When Faigley suggests revision of passive clauses, he actually does not just change the verb form. Without admitting it, Faigley actually changes the Thematic focus of the clause, which not only does not reflect the world perspective of texts such as Biochemistry texts, but also takes away the very power of this clause that he claims to be adding. Keene and Adams (2006) treats the Thematic element in the same manner. Therefore, rather than empowering students to be better writers, both the English professors and writing handbooks, could potentially limit the students’ voice and the power they desire to be bestowing upon
writers who choose to study and write within disciplines outside English Humanities. In addition, handbooks such as Faigley’s are riddled with passivization and use of be-verbs, which are the very structures they claim are not powerful. In most cases, the majority of students who are forced to take such classes are not English majors, but study disciplines outside the English department.

9.2 Experiential Considerations

The ways in which Experiential factors are discussed and realized in the analyzed texts have similar implications as those reflected in the Thematic considerations. The choice of Process realized in the Biochemistry and English Humanities texts strongly differed. Nearly all clauses (88%) in the Biochemistry text were realized as Material or Relational clauses. In addition, the Material clauses were most often passive. The English Humanities clauses contained a high number of active Material and Relational clauses, but were also much more diverse. This suggests there is a distinct difference in the ways in which each discipline reflects the world through verbal Processes. The aim of Biochemistry texts seems to be to show how actions or phenomenon occur biologically and how those actions and phenomena relate to other actions and phenomena. Also, it is the aim of Biochemistry to assign attributes to these phenomena (Relational/Attributive) and to show how they relate in part to one another (Relational/Identifying). English Humanities texts seem to be more concerned, again, with how people act within the world. In addition, these texts are concerned with the things humans/personified objects say (Verbal Process) and think (Mental Processes). Biochemistry texts are less concerned with communicating the personal thoughts and feelings of those
observing the world, and they personify objects less often. To do so in a Biochemistry text would be ludicrous.\(^4\)

The surveys and handbooks reflect the same world perspective that the English Humanities text realized with the exception of Relational clauses. The English instructors almost always edited and revised all be-verbs to be what they termed action words. However, SFL distinguishes verbal processes which are Material in nature and those which are active voice. The surveys and handbooks deemed Relational be-verbs as empty verbs. However, these Relational clauses have much functional power when used to relate one thing to another. Material verbs are not able to do this. In addition the surveys and handbooks both treated passive Material clauses as ineffective. They each said that action verbs should be used; however, passive Material verbs are still action oriented, while they are not active voice. There is a difference that the surveys and handbooks did not seem to consider. Statistical analysis of the English Humanities text, as opposed to the impressions given by the surveys and handbooks, treated Relational clauses as very important in the realization of the world perspective of the discipline.

9.3 Teaching Implications

The implications of the research suggest that there are discrepancies in the way that composition is being taught and the ways in which students may be asked to write in their actual chosen discipline. It seems that instructors in English departments, stuck with the responsibility of teaching composition to nearly every student in the university, are approaching their teaching from their own discipline specific world perspective and not that of the perspective their own students will be responsible for taking. In recent years, the move away from teaching grammar

\(^4\) One’s personal thoughts/feelings are always expressed in the way one uses language, but each writer/speaker expresses these feelings differently. The Theme of the clause is assigned to the object/element the writer/speaker desires to foreground. The how of the writing changes, not what is being written about.
has been quite popular. However, this study suggests that teaching functional lexico-grammar could be quite beneficial to the students. If they can learn how to notice lexico-grammar difference between texts in multiple Genres and Registers, then they could possibly better apply their own lexico-grammatical knowledge to successfully composing in their own discipline. As it stands, students buy required handbooks which tell them they will receive “a solid foundation for the various types of writing” they “will do throughout” their “academic, professional, and personal lives” (Kirkwood, 2006, p. A-1); however, these same handbooks and professors may limit their voice by providing only one main world perspective from which they can reflect themselves. Therefore, they leave the English department prepared to use their action verbs, eliminate be-verbs, avoid passivization and nominalization etc., all the while potentially not succeeding in disciplines such as Biochemistry because they have exclusively heeded this advice. Students leave the English department with the ability to write surface-level grammatical clauses with proper syntax and punctuation, but they may not be as equipped as we would like with multiple discourse lexico-grammatical patterns which are required outside English departments.
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Appendix

Survey of English Professors at Marshall University

In the following examples, two versions of a sentence have been provided. Check which version of the sentence you believe is better. Also, check the reason you believe that the other sentence (the one you didn’t check) is not as good. Please answer each question with the typical Writing 101 and 102 student in mind. In other words, why would you tell your Writing 101 and/or 102 student to correct the following sentence.

1. _____ Version 1: There is evidence that the use of pay as an incentive can be a contributing or causal factor in improvement of the quality of work.
   _____ Version 2: Incentive pay improves work quality.
   _____ wordy
   _____ clarity
   _____ be-verb/verb weakness
   _____ distractive language
   _____ passive voice
   _____ other (BRIEFLY explain) _____________________________________________

2. _____ Version 1: The benefits of placebos (pills with no physical effect) include improvements and cures.
   _____ Version 2: In my paper, I intend to show that the benefits of placebos (pills with no physical effect) include improvements and cures.
   _____ wordy
   _____ clarity
   _____ be-verb/verb weakness
   _____ distractive language
   _____ passive voice
   _____ other (BRIEFLY explain) _____________________________________________
3. **Version 1:** Three thousand people affected by the toxin were interviewed by the Centers for Disease Control.

**Version 2:** The Centers for Disease Control interviewed three thousand people affective by the toxin.

- wordy
- clarity
- be-verb/verb weakness
- distractive language
- passive voice
- other (BRIEFLY explain)

4. **Version 1:** It is suggested that employee work cooperation encouragement be used for product quality improvement.

**Version 2:** We will try to improve the quality of our products by encouraging employees to work cooperatively.

- wordy
- clarity
- be-verb/verb weakness
- distractive language
- passive voice
- other (BRIEFLY explain)

5. **Version 1:** Physicians suggest that parents watch children carefully during the first six months for evidence of seizures.

**Version 2:** One suggestion offered by physicians is that there is a need to be especially observant of a child’s behavior during the first six months in order to notice any evidence of seizures.

- wordy
- clarity
- be-verb/verb weakness
- distractive language
- passive voice
- other (BRIEFLY explain)
6. _____ Version 1: Stimulation of the production of serotonin by a glass of milk or a carbohydrate snack may be the cause of sleepiness.

_____ Version 2: A glass of milk or a carbohydrate snack stimulates the production of serotonin and may cause sleepiness.

_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) ________________________________

7. _____ Version 1: Our agency plans, funds, and delivers immunization to citizens.

_____ Version 2: Our agency is responsible for all aspects of the immunization of citizens.

_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) ________________________________

8. _____ Version 1: Campers can hear the exhilarating sound of the liger’s roar from miles away.

_____ Version 2: The exhilarating sound of the liger’s roar is heard from miles away.

_____ wordy
_____ clarity
_____ be-verb/verb weakness
_____ distractive language
_____ passive voice
_____ other (BRIEFLY explain) ________________________________

Imagine a student wrote the following sentences for your class. How would you suggest the students revise the sentence?

9. It is true that exercising a high degree of quality control in the manufacture of our products will be an incentive for increasing our market share.

10. The leaf of the tree was green.

11. If one desires to be a great writer, passive verbs should be avoided.
12. Imagine a student wrote the following paragraph for your Writing 101/102 class(es). How would you suggest the student revise the paragraph?

“US Battle Involvement in World Wars I and II”

Although the United States participated heavily in World War I, the nature of that participation was fundamentally different from what it becomes in World War II. The earlier conflict was a one-ocean war for the Navy: and a one-theater war for the Army; the latter was a two-ocean war for the Navy and one of five major theaters for the Army. A vital responsibility of the Navy was anti-submarine work in both wars, but, it never clashed with the enemy on the surface in the 1917-1918 conflict; whilst it fought some twenty major engagements with the Japanese Navy between 1941 and 1945. American soldiers who engaged in World War I are taken overseas in transports; the art of amphibious warfare had to be revived in World War II, sense assault troops were forced to fight their way a shore. Airpower was still almost negligible in the earlier conflict; it was a determining factor in the ladder. The battleship still reigned queen of the sea in World War I, as she had in changing forms, since the age of Drake. The Battle Line fought with tactics inherited from the age of sail; but the capital naval force was the air-craft carrier task group in World War II, which completely new tacticks had to be devised for.

13. Of the following list of choices, in what way(s) might Chemistry writing and English writing differ from each another? Check all those that apply.

_____ Descriptive Vocabulary
_____ Sentence structure
_____ Verbs
_____ Nouns
_____ Sentence Flow
_____ Other (BRIEFLY explain)________________________________________

General Questions about Writing 101/102

14. On a scale of 1 to 5, (1, meaning “lowest” and 5, meaning “highest”) rank how well you think Writing 101 classes help prepare students to write in the:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English field?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Sciences field?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Field?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Field?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Don’t Know

15. Of all the essays/papers you teach, how many of them use subject matter from the English field?

1 2 3 4 5 or more

16. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1, meaning “not important” and 5, meaning “crucial”) how would you rank the importance of teaching writing with respect to topics outside of the English Humanities field?

1 2 3 4 5
17. If you teach “essay flow” in your Writing 101/102 courses, how do you teach 101 students to work on “flow” in an essay?

18. What percentage of verbs in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be active verb forms vs. passive verb forms? (Example: Active=I hit the ball, Passive=The ball was hit by me.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Active</th>
<th>Passive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

19. What percentage of verbs in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be action verbs vs. BE verbs? (Example: Action=He murdered the man, BE=She was beautiful)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>BE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

20. What percentage of sentence subjects in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be nominalized vs. non-nominalized? (Example: Nominalized=The failure of the experiment was unfortunate, Non-nominalized=The experiment failed, unfortunately)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominalized</th>
<th>Non-nominalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
21. What percentage of sentence structures in a piece of “good” writing do you think should be “it-that” vs. Non-“it-that” constructions? (Example: It-That=It was sad that she was so bad at writing, Non-it-that=She was bad at writing, sadly)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>It-That</th>
<th>Non-It-That</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70%</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

22. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1, meaning “not concerned” and 5, meaning “extremely concerned”), how concerned are you with spelling mistakes in 101 essays?

1 2 3 4 5

23. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1, meaning “not concerned” and 5, meaning “extremely concerned”), how concerned are you with punctuation mistakes in 101 essays?

1 2 3 4 5

24. On a scale of 1 to 5 (1, meaning “not concerned” and 5, meaning “extremely concerned”), how concerned are you with grammar mistakes in 101 essays?

1 2 3 4 5

25. What final concerns and/or problems with student writing do you have with Writing 101/102 courses? __________________________________________________________________